AERIAL POLICE FORCE IN CALIFORNIA

The city of Yuma, Cal., has established an aerial police force. Otto Mayerhoff, a well-known aviator, has been the first aviator employed. He is shown here, in uniform, awaiting his machine.

JAPANESE FENCING COSTUME

NEW USE FOUND FOR POISON GAS

ENGINEERS WHO FOUGHT AT CAMBRAI COME HOME

The famed Yanks arriving at Brest with some of the tens of thousands engineers, who gained glory at Cambrai, to deplane their planes and arrange and begin duties back the Home. At the left is Lieut. Col. R. W. Hadlow, a former of the railroad, and at the right, Capt. C. J. Fleetwood.

SILVER SERVICE PRESENTED TO THE ARKANSAS

The battleship Arkansas was presented by various patriotic from Arkansas with a Spanish silver set valued at $2,500. This photograph shows left to right, Frank Hsu and Nick Shoup with the D. A. H. and the Arkansas Trader's empty cups.

DISABLED SOLDIERS MAKING TOYS

Chap in her work as in the reconstruction hospital for disabled soldiers at Kansas, N. J.

AERIAL POLICE FORCE IN CALIFORNIA

The city of Yuma, Cal., has established an aerial police force. Otto Mayerhoff, a well-known aviator, being the first aviator employed. He is shown here, in uniform, awaiting his machine.

ALLIED FOOD FOR GERMAN CIVILIANS

A British ship discharging food in Rotterdam into German hands for the German civilian population. The industrial centers where strikes are going on are in most need of such supplies.

NOVEL AMERICAN SUBMARINE

A most unusual view of the new United States "O"-boat with its submarine architecture. Several submarines of this type are now at various American seabases. The "O"-boat operated on this side of the ocean during the war, and performed profitable.